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Decorate your Home in an
Extraordinary Way



Zebrano Interiors is all

that you desire to fully

equip the classic interiors

of your home. We are a

team of highly-skilled and

extremely prolific

designers in Delhi & NCR

to assist in Interior and

Exterior designing services

alongside Turnkey

Projects.

 

ZEBRANO
I N T E R I O R S  P V T .  L T D .

We give our heart and soul in
building a home. The home
that becomes the dream of
your life!

WHO
WE ARE



Our partners use only quality materials 

from trusted brands. If you have a particular

 choice they can welcome that too.



DESIGNER
BEDROOMS

BATHROOM
& 

VANITY

OUR
SERVICES

MODULAR
KITCHENS

3D
DRAWINGS

MODERN
MANDIR 

EXTERIOR
DESIGNS

Our skilled professional experts

can be the best solution for the

problem of your home or living

space interior designs. 

 

Bedroom, dining hall, kitchen,

kids room, garden part,

furniture, décor, and many else

options which we will first

discuss with our clients

transparently and will deliver

the best result in a given frame

of time and in most affordable

price in the market. 

 

Irrespective of scale we believe

in giving full importance to

every project of ours.



"I have now used Zebrano Interiors thrice on different

locations and have enjoyed each & every experience with

them. The design work has given a new personality to my

house. The team is very reliable and impeccable. I would

recommend this experience to everyone."

- Mr Pradeep Kumar (Ashok Vihar)



Visualise

your

Home

Interiors

in a blink

of an eye.

OUR SERVICE PORTFOLIO



MODULAR
KITCHENS



HANDLELESS

 
Among the newest 

interior design trends, 

handleless cabinets are becoming 

a regular element. We’re seeing a 

gradual removal of any element 

that clutters a setting and instead, creating

more functional spaces. Handleless cabinets

are perfect for modern and minimalist styles.



ITALIAN MARBLE TOP

With a multitude of countertop options available, marble remains one of the

most popular, a favorite choice for upscale home renovations. Although any

kitchen or bath renovation is sure to increase your home’s value, marble

countertops  offer a high return on your investment.



Glossy laminate finish

has an attractive

mirror-like sheen. It

imparts a luxurious

look to the kitchen

and adds brightness

to the space because

of its ability to reflect

a bit of light.

 

Gloss-finish laminates

are susceptible to

scratches and need

regular cleaning

because they show

smudges and

fingerprints easily.

GlOSSY FINISH



LIVING ROOM



It’s a refreshing feeling, stepping into a
warm living room that is filled with light.
Somehow bright and well-lit interior
creates a great combination of a calm and
lively decor. White is the obvious choice
for such an interior. 
 
If you wish for something with a little
more character, beige is the tone you’ll
discover happiness with!

BLISS OF SOFT &
ELEGANT BEIGE



Those who love
simplicity and
sophistication will
love the
combination of
beige and brown.
Take a look at this
living room; a
balanced use of
these two colours
makes the space
looks so chic. Beige
is introduced in the
walls, the ceiling to
create a warm and
cosy space that cuts
the darkness of
brown flooring.

COMBINE
BROWN & BEIGE



BEDROOMS



WOODEN
FLOORING

Discover a wide range of

wooden floors  that are

built to last and easy to

maintain Natural  wood

flooring  coupled with

modern furniture can be

appropriate for many

types of homes.



CUSHIONED
BEDS

Not only is

upholstered

beds are

ergonomic in

every way, they

also offer

comfort at a

different level.

While a normal bed is

already the centre of

attention in a

bedroom, an

upholstered bed

becomes the piece de

résistance.



Being a neutral colour, white

is a great colour of choice for

swanky interiors. 

WHITE MATT
WARDROBES

It flanks all other

colours

beautifully while

also opening up

the space and

making it seem

larger– a plus for

compact homes



BATHROOMS



White marble is a fantastic

material for bathrooms. This

beautiful stone is naturally

water-resistant and adds a

luxurious, elegant feel to any

space.

WHITE 
STONE



A grey and white bathroom scheme ranks high on the style

metre but also provides a calming neutral backdrop. This

gorgeous shade is classic, but with a modern twist. A wooden

bathroom vanity unit adds a flash of character to completely

grey walls.

GREY &
WHITE
TONES



MANDIR DESIGNS



Add more grace to

your interiors with the

traditional as well as

trendy wooden home

mandir designs and

give your interiors an

exquisite look.

 

The colorful peacock

wallpaper helps

conjure an emphatic

interior.

SERENE
PUJA ROOM



Turn a wall niche into

a small mandir, with a

base unit and pretty

lights. 

 

Make sure you stick to

clean lines, and

choose from neutral

colours in keeping

with the modern

design aesthetic.

QUAINT TEMPLE
DESIGN



EXTERIOR DECOR



A great addition to a

stylish and unique

home is a terrace.

Much like a atrium,

porch or balcony a

terrace gives you a

chance to display

some taste and

creativity.

TERRACE GARDEN

Create a decorative

garden with

artificial grass

carpet to give it an

aesthetic appeal.



Utilize any wall at

rooptop or exterior

walls  to arrange

plants and flowers.

Filling or covering a

blank wall with

plants is one of the

easiest ways to add

appeal, and plants

also bring a touch of

nature to a man-

made space.

VERTICAL
GARDEN



+ 9 1 - 9 8 - 9 9 9 9 - 5 6 5 6

18/21,  Basement,
Old Rajinder Nagar,

New Delhi

zebranointeriors@gmail .com

www.zebranointeriors .com

Expert minds create
Excellent Spaces

100% Hassle free & managed by us. 

Get in touch!


